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Abstract
In the present thesis a landscape of slow technology in the domestic home is explored
to contrast the prevailing fast paced constant-on-and-connected devices of today.
Through 3 technology probes (provotypes) deployed in 7 different homes, different
parts of this landscape has been unfolded showing what slow technology might mean
for interaction designers, from the user perspective, and what potentials it might carry.
Potentials include delaying the availability of our devices, working with different layers
of intrusiveness, looking into the distant future, and the introduction of small rituals,
and routines in our everyday life. As a methodological contribution the novel hybrid
slow provotype is proposed.
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This thesis is overall divided into 2 parts:
1) A motivational and theoretical part ending with my research questions 		
and a methodological chapter
2) The “in the wild” part including preliminary field work, design making, 		
user testing, reflections, and conclusion.
This division is an attempt to bring a sense of order and linearity to a messy and
non-linear process in which these different parts have been intertwined and run much
in parallel in a programmatic approach (see chapter 2 Methodologies). The sketches
and ideas produced along the way will sometimes appear in the text together with design references to reflect this approach in the thesis. Some sketches will be presented
more than once since they have served as inspiration at various points in the process in
different manners. Also my sketches are never presented alone - this reflects the way
I work and serves as a way of juxtaposing ideas to reveal strengths and weaknesses...
I have used the term “long now” to describe a time frame beyond one’s own life
span and perhaps a couple of generations ahead. The term was originally coined by
artist Bryan Eno and is referring to a larger time frame. The term has given name to the
Long Now Foundation. (Long Now Foundation n.d.)
I have used many different references in the text of which some are written or
made for a broader audience and thus they are not to be considered academic but solely inspirational for my design process.
All interviews in this thesis has been audio recorded but not transcribed. Interviews
have been conducted in Danish except one which was partly in Spanish.
When read digitally, the references (literary, figures, and web links) are generally
clickable.
Enjoy!
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Preface
One of the driving forces of my interest in the topics covered by this thesis has a lot
to do with my own life style and practices. Although I quit the smartphone a couple of
years ago, when I realized I was not able to stay focused on the present with this device
in my pocket, I still find it challenging balancing out the electronics around me with
staying present with the people around me. I myself suffer to some extend from the so
called “twitter brain” and still can have problems focusing on the present. So there is
deep paradox and contradiction in my own lifestyle, and what I am researching in this
thesis project. Hopefully this can be some sort of advantage to the understanding of
some parts of the landscape.
In a saturated and globalized landscape of information media, social networks, instant communication, easy access to anywhere on the globe, fast moving goods and
services from anywhere to anywhere it seems each day more challenging to connect to
ourselves and each other on a deeper level.
As Slowlab states on their website:
“deep experience of the world-- meaningful and revealing relationships with the
people, places and things we interact with-- requires many speeds of engagement,
and especially the Slower ones” (Slowlab n.d.)
None of the devices I posses seem to address this challenge in a world full of electronics that are each day more complex and fast-paced - the only solution seems to be
the radical choice of signing off the internet and the connected life. But is that really
the only option? Weiser et al 20 years ago asked the question:
“Information technology is more often the enemy of calm. Pagers, cellphones, newservices, the World-Wide-Web, email, TV, and radio bombard us frenetically. Can
we really look to technology itself for a solution?” (Weiser 1995)
Is technology its own remedy...?
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1 Introduction and Design Landscape
In the past centuries we have been seeing various technological shifts that has changed
the way we connect and communicate with each other. The printing press, telegraph,
telephone, the newspapers, radio, television, and more recently the internet and the
portable devices we carry with us all the time, have all been social revolutions in their
time. One thing that seems clear, when you view these technologies in a historical
perspective, is that the speed with which they connect people, and the amount of information they carry is every day increasing. The development is faster than ever - as an
anecdote it is said that from when the Gutenberg press was invented it took 25 years
before the first English book was printed. (School of life 2014)
The iPhone and Facebook are both within a year or two of celebrating their tenth
anniversaries. They have both been incredibly successful, and their dissemination is
ubiquitous. These two technologies/services exemplify our increasing online connectedness in the developed world, and they are changing not only the way we behave and
interact socially, but also in how we relate to ourselves.
“We’re getting used to a new way of being alone together. People want to be with
each other, but also elsewhere -- connected to all the different places they want
to be. People want to customize their lives. They want to go in and out of all the
places they are because the thing that matters most to them is control over where
they put their attention.” (Turkle 2012)
So to be everywhere at the same time and not to miss out on anything, we try to
multitask with our multimodal “Swiss army knife”-like devices. Winther calls them nomadic devices referring to their portability and their capacity to let us be more than one
place at a time. (Winther 2013 p.11) In this we become distracted and what some have
called Twitter brains. (Rosenwald 2014) Blogger and internet entrepreneur, Joe Kraus,
calls it a “crisis of attention” in our culture (Kraus n.d.) We write text messages at meetings, go on Facebook while attending a lecture, check email while having dinner etc.,
and slowly lose the ability to focus on one thing for a longer period of time. However
multitasking in human minds is not actually multitasking but rather switching rapidly
back and forth between the tasks. Ironically, it makes us approx. 10 IQ points “dumber” (The Guardian 2015) when we multitask and approx. 40% slower, (Dailymail.co.uk
2009) so we become less efficient even though it feels the opposite. When we are multitasking, we become distracted. And when practicing this distraction we become even
more distractible thus performing far worse than people who do one thing at a time.
Many of us - especially the younger generation are indeed practicing this through1

out the whole day. 13-17 old girls send an average of 4000 text messages a month (in
USA in 2011) (Today 2011). A recent article in a major Danish newspaper was about
girls from age 7 and up who are living a parallel life on social media. Save the Children
and other similar organizations are receiving daily phone calls from parents with depressed and stressed children not being able to deal with the “likes”, the “trolling” and
the 24/7 connectedness of not wanting to miss out on anything. (Cuculiza 2015)
“These days, those phones in our pockets are changing our minds and hearts
because they offer us three gratifying fantasies. One, that we can put our attention wherever we want it to be; two, that we will always be heard; and three, that
we will never have to be alone. And that third idea, that we will never have to be
alone, is central to changing our psyches. Because the moment that people are
alone, even for a few seconds, they become anxious, they panic, they fidget, they
reach for a device.” (Turkle 2012)
But from the state of solitude and perhaps even boredom we start daydreaming,
getting new ideas and being more creative but paradoxically we do everything we can
to avoid this state. As Sherry Turkle says we are “alone together”, (Turkle 2011) and
we have forgotten how to contemplate in solitude and the ability to be bored. Instead
we try to time manage and control our lives in an eternal quest for more optimization.
Let us try to think differently for a moment - please join me on a brief journey into
the slow...

fig.1 “Online distractions are tiny thrills in our every day. Every time
we check our email or Facebook or Twitter, we get the thrill of the new:
What has happened since last I checked? Every time we see that there’s
new unread email, we get a little kick. Dopamine is released into our system. It is addictive. It feels a little like the cartoon above” (LLoyd 2013)
2

1.1 Slow Technology
“How did ‘fast’ become the default pace of life?” (Slowlab n.d.)
Interactive technologies are produced, used, and discarded in a pace not seen before
because “Man-made artifacts inevitably enhance or accelerate a certain process or thing
while obsolesce others”. (Pschetz 2013) It has since the last half of the 20th century
been increasingly acknowledged that resources on our planet are finite, and that our
urge after more will at some point threaten the continuation of human life. (Csikszentmihalyi 1981) This, of course, gives rise to many concerns for any kind of designer but
especially those of electronic products - since these at this point in time tend to have
a very short life cycle.
The main purpose of information technology has been as a tool to make people
more efficient, faster, more productive, and in this the ease of its use is fundamental. This is because these technologies sprang out of an industrial/office setting where
these values are the most important from an economic perspective. But as our devices
have moved out of these settings and are becoming ever more multimodal, ubiquitous
and woven into all parts of our daily lives, we need to move “from creating only fast and
efficient tools to be used during a limited time in specific situations, to creating technology
that surrounds us and Thereforee is a part of our activities for long periods of time.” (Hallnäs 2001). This also means that the time perspective changes from just encompassing
the moment of explicit use to the longer periods of time associated with dwelling. (Ibid)
We have become very accustomed to these nomadic multimodal devices which
allow us to perform many tasks at a time anywhere we like and to believing we are
being more efficient. But the nomadic multimodal devices might offer an interesting
counter part: “Single-modal devices, or devices that perform one thing at a time (such as
a typewriter), might seem like a throwback to us, but by allowing us to focus they can also
promote unexpectedly meaningful interactions”. (Fullerton 2010)
In our attempt to take control over our time, be more efficient, and optimize every
bit of our lives, we increasingly make use of digital tools to help us. Whether it be time
managing, sleep optimization, dieting, or tools for more social connections online, almost all has the same aim - You have every opportunity, make the most out of your time
and your life.
From the business perspective it is about making the most of your attention - of
course in the most efficient way. This optimization feeds into a loop where the users
themselves are the product. E.g. social media, which is free of charge, but the fact that
you as a user generate valuable data, from a commercial perspective, makes you the
3

product. Much research is put into how we can extract most useful information from
the total mass of data, we are all generating by being connected, and how it can be
subsequently commercialized.
So in a hyper-connected society full of digital distractions made mainly for efficiency and more profit, there is a less explored space for technologies pulling in another
direction - technologies for reflectiveness, contemplation and rest. Designs “that might
contrast the always-on-and-available qualities of many contemporary domestic consumer
devices” (Odom et al 2012). This implies technologies that are sensitive to time, and
space which have aesthetic qualities beyond the momentary and fashionable. Hallnäs
and Redström in their seminal article “Slow Technology, Designing for reflection” argues for actively promoting moments of reflection and mental rest. Most technology
aims at making time dissappear by getting things done quickly. As a contrast, by applying slow technology, we open up for what they call time presence which then in turn
let us reflect and rest. Hallnäs and Redström presents three aspects of slow technology:
1) Reflective technology is technology which “in its elementary expression opens up for
reflection and ask questions about its being as a piece of technology”. 2) Time technology
is technology “that through its expression amplifies the presence –not the absence– of
time”. It stretches time and slow things down. 3) Amplified environment is technology
that amplifies “the expressions of a given environment in such a way that it in practice is
enlarged in space or time” and thus enhances the expressions and functionality of existing artifacts. (Halnäs et all 2001)
This thinking has in this thesis opened up for 2 paths of design for the slow:
1) It opens up a speculative space for provocation and debate, pointing at these
issues here and now. This is a space where one can imagine intrusive counter technologies which filter or obstruct your use of your devices to slow you down but more
importantly makes you reflect on your use of the artifact.
2) It also opens up a design space of patination, and objects which can be passed
on across generations as heirlooms rich in stories. A space of long lasting electronics for
slow consumption and designs which “support experiences of pause and reflection over
the course of many years” (Odom et al 2012)
The notion of slowness in this thesis has different layers. Most obviously it is closely connected to time and can thus refer very concretely to how long things take to do
or make or the length of the life of a given artifact - time presence. It has a layer of
critique, posing questions and pointing at some of the challenges presented. Finally it
has a layer of slowness as awareness in everyday life and a richer inner life of people
both alone and together.
4

A few Examples of Slow Technologies...

fig.2 “The Movement Crafter attempts to reconcile the pace of new technologies with traditional
crafting activities that are performed as pastimes.”
(Pschetz et al 2013)

fig.5: “Photobox” by Odom et al. (2012) Slow technology - printing
a random photo from the owners flickr account every now and then.
Poetic and a potential heirloom in domestic setting...

fig.3 The Long Living Chair is a rocking
chair that knows the day it was produced
and records how many times it has been
used for 96 years. (Pschetz 2013)

fig.4 Slow games by Ishac Bertran (2014). Slow Games
are physical video games with a very low frequency of
interaction: one move a day.

fig.7 Bench activated drawing machine by Angela
Bulloch from 1994. Slow interactive art.

Fig.6 It’s all in me - a previous project at the Interaction Design
Master at Malmö University 2015. Participants are collaboratively transcribing stories told by immigrant women from Malmö. The
product is a physical book and a stopmotion movie showing the
hands writing, from each of the stories. Slowly and mindfully embodying the stories. By Isabel Valdez Marin, Ida Petterson, Simon
Theis, Fanny Tachtler, Anna Navndrup and Martin Krogh.

Early Sketches for Slowing Down...

Fig. 9 Hold something calming for a while and something
happens...
Fig. 8 Sit quietly for a while and stuff will happen...

Fig.11 Eat slowly! - annoying bowl

Fig.10 Dinner table records snippets of conversations and occasionally plays them back...

Fig 12 Musical cabinet making music based on sounds and
movement in room in room

Fig. 14 Table that reminds you of eating mindfully and slowly by showing
how much time has past.

Fig.13: Photoshop sketch of a
“dumb-phone” app. What if we could
turn our smart phone into a “dumb
phone” with an app for disconnecting?

1.2 The Domestic Home
From everyday life arise insights into peoples life. The everyday life is work, shopping,
free time etc., but it has perhaps the tightest bond to the notion of the domestic home.
“The home” is a complex, heavily value-laden and slippery term with many meanings embedded. It seems increasingly difficult to make a clear definition and refer to
home, since we live in an ever changing globalized and connected world where sense
of identity, and sense of belonging is transforming itself.
It is often argued that “the vast current reorganizations of capital, the formation of a
new global space, and in particular its use of new technologies of communication, have
undermined an older sense of a ‘place-called-home’, and left us placeless and disorientated.” (Massey 1994). What is home if you are a businessman traveling most of the time
or a refugee on the run? There has in no point in time been more movement of both
kinds.
Winther is using a relatively classical notion of the home as a place and physical
space: “Home is a harmonious place that protects a homogeneous group in some kind
of shelter from the outer world conflicts.” (Winther 2013 p108-109, my translation
from Danish). It has in the latter century mostly been set equal to the family and is
referred to as a happy place. Home is the place where you can take the mask off and
be yourself for a while and a place for dwelling and daydreaming. But the home also
has a shadow side “a darkness, where fear, power, control and violence can be exercised”
(Ibid). In this case, home becomes a prison. Home is both inclusive and exclusive. “It
is a private place, it is “our place”, the place where we can exercise control, make changes, and exclude the strangers.” (Ibid) Home is a value and result of a lived life. “Home
can be many places.” (Ibid)
But “a home is not only a space but involves regular patterns of activity and structures in
time. From this point of view, home is the organization of space over time.” (Morley 2000
p16)
Cresswell relates home to belonging, rootedness and rest: “Home is an exemplary
kind of place where people feel a sense of attachment and a rootedness. Home, more than
anywhere else, is seen as a center of meaning and a field of care. David Seamon has also
argued that home is an intimate place of rest where a person can withdraw from the hustle
of the world outside and have some of control over what happens within a limited space”.
(Cresswell 2004 p24)
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The home can be a place for resting and disconnecting. It is the place we sleep, eat
most of our meals, have our private belongings, bathe, and a place for leisure time but
maybe also work. With all our mobile devices and services it is increasingly complicated to distinguish leisure time and work since we don’t have to be in an office to answer
the email from the boss or to work out that report. So it requires some discipline not to
let work float into the sphere of the home for many and the notion of home as a place
for dwelling is maybe changing.
The home is where for this thesis the scene will be.

1.3 Evocative Objects in the Home
The home is a reflection of ourselves according to analytical psychologist C.G Jung.
Both the visible and invisible tell a story about the person(s) living in that particular
home. Thereforee we decorate and try to personalize space to feel a sense of self. (Winther 2013 p29) It is the place where we surround ourselves with objects we like, need,
use, and it is where we try to create an atmosphere of “our home”. We put objects on
display and that way narrate ourselves through the objects. So we use the home as a
stage for self-expression in which the objects around us has great importance for our
self-understanding and personal narratives and thus for the feeling of home.
Objects are evocative. From early childhood objects play an important role in our
understanding of the world. The psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott describes how “transitional objects” are mediators between the little child’s sense of being the same body
as the mother and to the understanding that it has a separate body. Winnicott believes
that during all stages of life we continue to search for objects we can experience as both
within and outside of the self. (Turkle 2007 p314).
“From our earliest years, says the psychologist Jean Piaget, objects help us think about
such things as number, space, time, causality, and life.” (Turkle 2007 p308) So objects
play an important role through out our lives and constitute the inner space of our
homes. Thus our belongings are a reflection our inner life, and each object have stories
deeply embedded in some way or another.
“I began to understand that objects, narratives, memories, and space are woven
into a complex, expanding web— each fragment of which gives meaning to all
the others.” (As quoted by Turkle 2007 p316)
My late grandmother’s old candleholder may have deep meaning for me and connect me to my grandmother each time I light a candle, but seem ugly and insignificant
8

to others. The narrative and the story are the important and the object gives me a sense
of belonging and connects me to my ancestors, subtly reminding of my heritage.
So heirlooms and old objects with stories embedded, help constituting the feeling
of home and our sense of self. With their stories, they are a silently communicating
across time (and space) and can in that sense be regarded as slow objects.

1.4 Embodied Interactions
In particular since Paul Dourish’ seminal book “Where the action is: The foundations
of Embodied interactions” (Dourish 2001) there has been a call for moving away from
the screen-based interactions, within the field of interaction design, and to incorporate our sensing bodies more. Dourish drew largely on the phenomenologist writings
and was “using the term (embodiment) largely to capture a sense of phenomenological
presence, the way that a variety of interactive phenomena arise from a direct and engaged
participation in the world.” (Dourish 2001, p115)
Even though his book is by now 14 years old, in some ways not much has happened
since. A lot of research has been done, but the primary way of interacting with computers is still via screens, mostly stimulating our eyes, with it’s bright colors and lights. The
only big difference seems to be the touch screens of our mobile phones, tablets etc.
(and maybe to some extend gaming technology like the Nintendo Wii). The screens are
what Bret Victor calls picture-under-glass technology (Victor 2011).
Victor calls for designing interactions that go beyond the screens to make better use of
our hands and whole bodies. He quotes neuroscientist Matti Bergström:
“The density of nerve endings in our fingertips is enormous. Their discrimination
is almost as good as that of our eyes. If we don’t use our fingers, if in childhood and
youth we become “finger-blind”, this rich network of nerves is impoverished —
which represents a huge loss to the brain and thwarts the individual’s all-round development. Such damage may be likened to blindness itself. Perhaps worse, while
a blind person may simply not be able to find this or that object, the finger-blind
cannot understand its inner meaning and value.” (as quoted by Victor n.d.)
Physical objects incorporate more of our senses and thus are becoming more evocative. I have thus chosen physical objects in the domestic home as setting for the research in this thesis. This setting contains the potential to disconnect and “go slow” and
a space for exploring slow non-nomadic and disconnected electronic objects.
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1.5 Boredom as a Way of Disconnecting
“We are sitting, for example, in the tasteless station of some lonely minor railway.
It is four hours until the next train arrives. The district is uninspiring. We do
have a book in our rucksack, though-shall we read? No. Or think through a problem, some question? We are unable to. We read the timetables or study the table
giving the various distances from this station to other places we are not otherwise
acquainted with at all. We look at the clock-only a quarter of an hour has gone
by. Then we go out onto the local road. We walk up and down, just to have something to do. But it is no use. Then we count the trees along the road, look at our
watch again--exactly five minutes since we last looked at it. Fed up with walking
back and forth, we sit down on a stone, draw all kinds of figures in the sand, and
in so doing catch ourselves looking at our watch yet again-half an hour-and so
on”. (Heidegger 1928 p 93)
Traditionally boredom has been regarded as a negative state and a state to avoid. It
is in “its most basic sense, an experience of the absence of momentum or flow in a person’s
life” (Brissett et al1993) - a feeling of being stuck in the present. Clearly some of the
outcomes of boredom can be accidents, mistakes sleepiness etc. due to being unable
to maintain focus. Popular belief has through time been that boredom occurs when one
literally has nothing to do. This is unlikely to be the case, but rather that the person is
in a situation “where none of the possible things that a person can realistically do appeal to
the person in question”. (Mann et al 2014) Biologically we need boredom since “if humans did not bore of things, it would be impossible to habituate to the continued minutiae
of life and everyone would be constantly preoccupied with every minor”. (Ibid) So boredom can be a strong motivational factor for action - e.g. redecorating, look for a new
job, new hobby etc. When we are bored and external action is not possible, one thing
that we can turn to is “daydreaming”. Daydreaming is when instead of externalizing our
focus to cope with our boredom, we turn our attention inwards. We explore feelings,
thoughts, ideas, past situations etc. In this state we can explore what is not practically
feasible in the present, but by doing this, new and never before conceived solutions
might emerge. This is why boredom in many studies has been linked to creativity (e.g.
Bell 2011, Mann et al 2014)
“The smart phone carry with it the promise that you will never be bored again” (Bell
2011) - there is always another game, app, social media, etc. to turn to. So given that
boredom is a fundamental state in the human being, and a state that we should embrace, it is very hard, if not impossible to go into this state of mind with all the stimuli
around us. We have traded in boredom for being overloaded instead. These devices
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seem to work the best when they are constantly connected - to a power source, other
devices, the internet, content etc. Human beings don’t work the same way. We have
since the dawn of day been working better when we now and then disconnect. Every
major religion or system of belief has it’s ways of disconnecting - sabbath, fast, prayer,
meditation etc. (Ibid)
Could we map this back on our devices and the technology that surrounds us?
In the state of boredom our brains get to reset it self and (maybe counter intuitively)
when scanned it is as active as when not bored, but in differing parts. (Ibid)

1.6.0 Design Questions
How can we embody single-modal slow technologies in our everyday lives in
the domestic setting? Within this frame how can we:
- design for potential heirlooms?
- explore potentials of boredom as a way of disconnecting?
- design distraction filters?

1.6.1 Questions from the Research Point of View
- What implications does it have for interaction designers and testing, to design
things with slow interactions? (days, weeks, months, years etc)
- What does slow-tech mean from a user perspective? What behavioral implications does it contain? How is it perceived and how do we collect this knowledge?
		

11

2 Methodologies
In the following chapter I seek to shed some light on some of the design practices and
theories I have deployed in this project.

2.1 Programmatic Approach
In the first week of this project a program was written. This had a different outset
from what is presented in this this paper. As the research progressed the program was
rewritten hence a programmatic drift was seen which then lead to a new framework
for the project. (Binder et al 2006) This form of reframing was itterated throughout
the project.
“The key to the programmatic approach is to understand it as a frame for exploration. The experiments, at the same time, explore the space within the frame and
challenge it. During the exploration, one must be open to new understandings
which continuously shift the perspectives and the framing itself.” (Hobye 2014
p73)
The design and research questions has formed the framework as the design landscape has been explored. They have been reformulated and adjusted as the project
eveloved. So I have been switching between theories, experiments, sketches, fieldwork,
prototypes, user interviews/dialogs and looking at other designer’s and artist’s work in
a beautiful mess. I have let the gained insights take me to other parts of the landscape
and let the framework for this thesis be an organic body of ideas and knowledge.

2.2 Research Through Design
Research through design is typically described as “iteratively designing artifacts as a creative way of investigating new futures”. (Zimmerman et al 2010) Designing can then be
seen as a way of generating knowledge (Löwgren 2007). It is through the materialized
artifacts that new knowledge is created about the users, use context, situatedness, and
the artifact it self in interplay with these. Through tacit and intuitive knowledge of both
the designers and users new ways of viewing a problem emerge. This is what Schön
calls knowing-in-action (Obrenovic 2011) - a knowledge to which we have only access
through the actual doing and not through talking. The designer is thus continuously
letting the artifact reframe the problem in an organic process. (Ibid) One can say that
in HCI the designer is shooting after a moving target, and thus the designer must keep
moving with the target.
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So when shooting after a moving target it is then difficult to determine the final goal
of the design it self - instead the shooting can be seen as understanding and reframing
the very problem it addresses in the first place. In other words:
“Design-based research can help us to characterize and identify relevant variables, create an explanatory framework for the results of the experiments,and
provide us with more insights about why and how some elements of a design
work.” (Obrenovic 2011)
This project can be characterized as research through design. The primary goal is
thus to generate knowledge within an organic and plastic design space. This process
is characterized by iterating through experiments creating series of designs subject to
comparison.

2.3 Annotated Portfolio
In this regard Bill Gaver et al suggests annotated portfolios as a way of supplementing
formalized theory. (Gaver 2012)
“If a single design occupies a point in design space, a collection of designs by
the same or associated designers – a portfolio – establishes an area in that space“
(Gaver 2012, p 144).
Annotated portfolios is a way to juxtapose designs through portfolios to create a
systematic body of works. This is to view similarities and differences in the works presented, and to cover the nuances which are often to difficult to embrace in written text.
“artifacts embody the myriad choices made by their designers with a definiteness
and level of detail that would be difficult or impossible to attain in a written (or
diagrammatic) account” (Gaver 2012 p 144)
So I have to some extend made use of annotated portfolios in this thesis to asses my
own work and the work of others.

2.4 Design Noir, Speculative and Critical Design
I have used some of the techniques used in the Placebo project by Dunne and Raby
(2001). Particularly the idea of using the designed artifacts as probes in the users
homes. The Placebo project was carried out through a series of highly speculative objects addressing concerns about the electromagnetic radiation around us. The objects
were all installed in different homes for a period of time, and the people living with the
objects were then interviewed about their experiences by the designers.
The objects in that sense became probes, a platform for experimenting, and a means
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to answer some “what if” questions embedded in the designs. Speculative and critical
design is characterized by not trying to answer a question or fix a concrete problem, but
rather it poses questions and aims to raise awareness and debate through the design. It
does so by taking a critical and often provoking stance at a problem. (Boer 2011)

2.5 Cultural Probe and Technology Probe
“A probe is an instrument that is deployed to find out about the unknown - to
hopefully return with useful or interesting data. “ (Hutchinson et al 2003)
In 1999 Bill Gaver et al released their seminal article Cultural Probes (Gaver 1999).
The CP is made to get to know a group of people subject to a design.
“Probes are collections of evocative tasks meant to elicit inspirational responses from
people—not comprehensive information about them, but fragmentary clues about their
lives and thoughts. We suggested the approach was valuable in inspiring design ideas for
technologies that could enrich people’s lives in new and pleasurable ways.” (Gaver 2004).
Gaver et al addresses a certain part of the ways it has been used, in a later article where
they explicitly object to the rationalization of the probe results (Ibid). This is due to the
fact that they saw many designers, especially when designing in a commercial context,
sought to get concrete rational data as output, as with more traditional user/market
research.
The concept of the CP has been challenged and expanded upon a great number of
times since the article first came out in. As Mattelmäki states: “It is not a specific method, but rather a family of approaches that are inspired by and named after the Cultural
Probes” - probology, she calls it. (Mattelmäki 2008)
One of the directions the cultural probe has taken is the technological probe. The
term was coined in 2003 by Hutchinson et al and seeks to uncover “three interdisciplinary goals: the social science goal of understanding the needs and desires of users in a
real-world setting, the engineering goal of field-testing the technology, and the design goal
of inspiring users and researchers to think about new technologies.” (Hutchinson 2003)
My probes can be seen as technological probes, but less finished and more sketchy
than what Hutchinson proposes. The core idea of watching how it is used over time,
and then use the gathered information to inspire new ideas and concepts is deployed
in this thesis.
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2.6 Provotypes
- is a term coined in the early 1990’s by Mogensen (Mogensen 1992). It covers an
idea of using prototypes as probes for provocation and reflection. Provocation much in
the same sense as in speculative and critical design, but where as these deploy highly
finished and credible prototypes, provotypes are to be seen more as a way of exploring
a design space and a step on the latter towards finding out what to develop in the end.
(Boer 2011) It should expose and highlight everyday practices to shed new light and
provoke new thoughts. Boer argues for making the provotypes intrusive and estranging
“to challenge perceptions and stimulate ongoing reflection, but should also be inconspicuous and embraced in order to be domesticated and not be rejected.” (Ibid)
The 3 probes made in this thesis can thus be seen as technological provotypes.

3 Preliminary Field Work
Initially 3 qualitative interviews were conducted to gain inspiration and new insights.
I asked the participants to give me a guided tour in their homes and show me objects
and places of dwelling. One initial question was used as a starting point in all interviews: “what is the oldest object of yours in this room?”. Since the word slow obviously
refers to time, this question was asked with an idea of old things being slow objects and
objects with different relation to time than the generally short lived electronic devices.
The following are summaries highlighting what I felt was the most important stories and insights from the interviews.

3.1 Erik
Erik is a 36 years old web programmer and musician and lives in a little town house
with his girlfriend Anne in Amager, Copenhagen.
Erik and Anne’s home is elegantly decorated with many old things. He likes when
the things around has a story to them. It seems he can tell a little story about most of
the objects in his house.
Erik shows me an old watch when asking him what the oldest object in his living
room might be. It is a watch he inherited from his mother and it used to belong to his
grandfather. In fact it was made by his grandfather who was a watch maker. Erik never knew his grandfather, but has always felt that they probably had a lot in common.
Through the watch Erik feels a certain connection to his grandfather, and he patiently
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winds the clock once a day when he remembers to do so. To Erik the act of winding the
clock is like saluting his ancestors, and that every time there will be some thoughts accompanying the act. He keeps the watch on a little table in the living room and thinks
of this as a kind of house altar in a metaphorical sense, so he almost feels a bit careless
when he fails to remember to wind the clock. It seems from an outside perspective like
a little ritual for Erik to wind the clock. The clock has a very subtle ticking sound, and
he enjoys listening to it when there is enough silence in the room. His older brother
and cousin also inherited a watch by their grandfather, and this makes it an even stronger bond to them as well.
Upstairs in the little house Erik shows me his late dad’s old samba flute and tells
me a story about his 9 years old niece. He always makes a little treasure hunt for her
birthday. For one of these occasions he incorporated the flute as part of the game, calling it the “generation flute”. Erik told his niece, it used to belong to her grandfather,
and that she needed it for the treasure hunt but had to turn it back when done. She
took it very seriously and was very careful with the flute, and she later asked if she
could one day have the flute.
This little story hits something very basic in the human being about discovering
where your are from, and that without the grandfather she wouldn’t be here. It is beyond this moment and a larger perspective of live that the little girl discovered in that
moment - a long now. She also discovered the uniqueness of the flute which was very
evocative for her. The story and the narrative made the flute magical for the girl, and
she completely forgot all the other glittery, glossy princess stuff that she otherwise likes.

Fig.15 Erik’s watch made by his grandfather

Fig.16 Erik’s sambaflute from his father
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3.2 Jakob
Jakob is a 35 year old music teacher, musician and a master program student at the
Copenhagen Business School - he lives in a tidy in an apartment in Vesterbro, Copenhagen with his girlfriend Tabitha.
Jakob shows me as his first object an old cassette deck. It comes from his child
hood home. Along with it comes a big bag with hundreds of cassette tapes. Many of
them comes from his grandfather. It it is from a time where cassette tapes were used a
lot to make mix tapes and the like. The tapes and the deck activates a lot of memories
in Jakob and is a link to the past. He remembers how his childhood home was and the
surroundings and atmospheres around it. It seems to be both the actual recordings on
the tapes activating the memories but also the mere act of taking out the tapes and
operating the cassette deck.
Jakob has taken the task to digitize the tapes for his brother and father and upload
it to the cloud for them to have access also. This is mainly to save and archive it before
they become unhearable and thus too late. He is using the digitizing activity as a thing
that is on in the background while doing other stuff listening passively, but in between
he will stop and dwell - This is e.g. when his grandfather, or somebody else is talking or
certain music that will activate certain memories.
When he is done digitizing in a couple of years from now he doesn’t know exactly
what he will be doing with the tapes.
He doesn’t think he will keep the cassette deck and the tapes in the living room
when he is done, because he believes that too much stuff around you clutters your
mind. He sees it as an ongoing task to get rid of stuff not being used.

Fig.17 Jakob’s old cassette deck

Fig. 18 One of Jakob’s Grandfather’s old
tapes. Texts written with an old typewriter
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He is imagining that he will have a random playlist on his smartphone so that the
files will appear from time to time when listening to music on the device. He has experimented with taking pictures of the cassette tape covers but has problems finding a way
to translate the evocative nature of the materiality in to the computer’s iTunes library
and thus recognizes, that the sounds of the machine and the tangibility of the materials
is important for the experience.

3.3 Ossip
Ossip is a 43 years old goldsmith living with his girlfriend and their 3 children brought
together from previous relationships. They live in an apartment in the city center of
Copenhagen.
Ossip initially shows me an old hat that used to belong to his grandfather. He tells
me the story of the hat, and how he used to walk around wearing it in Moscow in the
late 80’s. His grandfather means a lot to him although he hasn’t had much do with him.
He has rarely used it in Copenhagen, but it has followed him through the different
periods of his life. He will never get rid of it, he thinks. He realizes by telling about the
hat how much story it has embedded.
The kitchen is the best place for dwelling for him while doing the dishes. This a
space where it is allowed for him to do this, because he is contributing to the social
while doing it. Dwelling with no purpose and no work attached to it, he never does at
home because he don’t have the calmness around him. But in his workshop this is more
possible because he works there much of the time alone.
In the kitchen he shows me an old vase with 4 wine glasses. The vase is in daily use
but the glasses are rarely used. This makes a big difference for their respective evocativeness. The vase on the one hand is just a part of the environment but the glasses on

Fig.19 Ossip’s grandfather’s hat

Fig. 20 Ossip’s glasses
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the other immediately sends him back to his first apartment for which he bought them
more than 20 years ago.

3.4 Summing up the Fieldwork
It is of course difficult to generalize from so relatively little research, but some patterns
does seems to emerge when reflecting on the interviews.
Objects rarely in use seems generally to be more evocative in terms of remembrance. If they become part of the everyday functionalities they slip in to the “ready at
handness” and become tools which we don’t think of an reflect upon.
It is difficult to say what makes an object a heirloom. It somehow seems almost
like a coincidence what gives it meaning. Why was it exactly that hat that became an
heirloom for Ossip?
None of the participants quite know what they would like to pass on to their kids
nor what would make sense for them. The samba flute is an interesting example of how
connecting a certain story to an object possibly makes it very valuable for the Erik’s
niece. I.e. giving it a narrative seems an interesting way.
One could say though, that if the object is made by the hands of the one you are
inheriting it from, or if it is a piece of clothes it has a greater chance of becoming an
heirloom. Examples are Erik’s watch, Ossip’s hat, Jakob’s cassette tapes (recorded by
his grandfather).
Odom et al state: “The ways in which an object achieves heirloom status is highly
idiosyncratic and heterogeneous; what one family may regard as an heirloom will likely not
retain the same meaning for another.” (Odom 2012)

4 Experiments
I conducted a series of experiments on the basis of the interviews and the previous
desktop research to try out my ideas. This resulted in 3 probes. The experiments seeked
to pose questions and open up and challenge my design space. Thus the experiments
were meant to be part of a dynamic framework for my research and to critically explore
potential future interactions for slow technology in the domestic setting. They each
point at different aspects of my research questions.
The experiments were carried out as functional technological probes with different
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degrees of finish. The lack of finish in some intentionally gave them a sketch like feel,
so that my participants wouldn’t be focused on the outer aesthetics and see it as a
finished product but rather let them reflect on the functionality and concept as such.
The probes were installed in the participants homes from 5 to 7 days. After living with
the probes, I conducted qualitative interviews with the participants about their experiences. I chose this method to be able to provoke an open discussion around and maybe
beyond the probes them selves to gain insights about issues, problems, experiences etc.
to potentially carry them forward to other/new ideas and concepts for slow tech. On a
general level I took a relatively active role in the interviews.
In the following chapter the 3 probes and the results are presented. Preceding each
of the probes and the results is an annotated portfolio with inspirational designs and
concepts followed by sketches related to the probe.

4.1 Probe 1: TV-jammer
The first probe was designed as a tool to explore how physical intrusion and obstruction
can be used in slow technology. I.e. what does it mean to force behavior upon people
within this context? Mainly inspired by the counter technology devices by Fried (see
fig.23, 24, 25) I made a quick prototype /digital sketch (see Fig. 29 probe 1). The probe
was a TV-jammer device (Fried 2005) but meant to be used in the domestic setting
and to create an obstacle for the user and thereby slow you down and potentially put
you in a state of boredom. It was also inspired by an article by Danish anthropologist
Andreas Lloyd who calls for consciously filtering the distractions of our electronic objects. (LLoyd 2012)
The idea behind the probe was mainly to ask the question “what happens when
you are forced to sit still for a little while doing absolutely nothing in order to be able to
turn on your television or another electrical device in your home?”. Is it just annoying?
Will it change or make you reflect on your habits potentially? What does 10 minutes
of boredom signify?
It was easy to circumvent the probe by simply unplugging it. So I had to ask my
participants to play a long with the game.
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Examples - Counter Technologies and Counter Advertisement

fig.23, 24, 25: American designer and engineer Limor Fried designed for her Masters thesis at the MIT
(Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science) 2 jammer devices: the “wave bubble” (left)
and “Media-sensitive glasses” (middle). The latter is a pair of glasses that will turn darker when in front of
a television to make it less distractive. The first is a cell phone jammer device which prevent any cell phones
to work within a small radius - this is to filter out annoying cell phone conversations in the public space. On
the right is a third device of hers - an open source diy remote control that can turn off public TV screens from
a distance. These devices all served as an inspiration for my first probe (see Fig. 29 probe 1) .

Fig. 21 Trackmenot is an obfuscational
browser plugin creating random searches on
Google or any other major search engine to
prevent companies from retrieving useful information about you. A counter surveillanceand marketing technology...

fig.22 Soares’ culture jamming add buster
campaign, putting the Photoshop toolbar
on top of an H&M commercial. A sort of
counter add. Culture Jamming is “The
practice of parodying advertisements and
hijacking billboards in order to drastically alter their message ... a semiotic Robin
Hoodism” (Klein 2000 p280)

Sketches for Slowing Down

Fig.27 Hold something calming for a
while and something happens...

Fig. 26 Remote that requires attention

Fig.28 Sit quietly for a while and
stuff will happen...

Fig. 29 probe 1
Connect your TV or any electric device you want limited access to in your house to the jammer. When you want to use
your device you must first warm up the little globe in your
hands or anywhere on your body for 5-10 minutes. This is time
where can’t do many other things - maybe time for reflection?
When the globe is sufficiently warm your device will turn on.
The prototype consisted of parts of a discarded Ikea chandelier, temperature sensor, led, a relay, and Arduino board.
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4.1.1 Probe 1: Tabitha and Jakob
Jakob and Tabitha had the TV-jammer for about a week. Jakob is using the television in
the morning to see what is going on around the world, and Tabitha uses the television
sometimes as a thing that runs in the background but also has some specific TV shows
that she likes to watch.
Tabitha didn’t seem to like it all whereas Jakob was more positive to the experience.
Tabitha saw the TV-jammer mostly as an annoying obstruction that made her impatient - almost provocative. She even speculated how she would try to figure out ways to
“cheat” if they had the device for a longer period. She saw the warming up as a boring
task, and 10 minutes where she couldn’t be productive. Instead she asked for a fun
task to solve- like a sudoku puzzle or similar to turn on the TV. In most cases she would
either let Jakob warm up the device or chose to do something else - so it obstructed
her routine with the TV completely. Usually she would have a news channel running in
the background to stay updated and to once in a while peek at the clock on the screen.
She completely discarded this while living with the device. Instead she would listen to
the radio.
At one incident they wanted to just watch a little television while eating dinner
to relax and shut off the brain for a bit and then instead found themselves in a conversation in a moment they usually wouldn’t have been conversating, because of the
TV-jammer. In that moment they forgot it was there, and that it had actually obstructed
them. It reminded Jakob about his childhood home where his mother would tell he and
his brother to turn off the television while eating. On the one hand, a bit annoying, but
on the other it was also quite cosy and nice to be social even when he didn’t really feel
like it.
A couple of times Jakob experienced that he didn’t notice that the TV-jammer had
actually turned the television off - like a sleep timer. He said it felt like it was he himself
that had turned of the television but unconsciously to make him do something else.
This made him reflect on his state of mind when watching television.
Twice they had to circumvent the system because they were watching a movie and
didn’t want to be cut off during the movie.
At other times Jakob would simply use his computer instead to watch some TV
shows or other, to not have to wait.
The fact that you have to warm up something simply made him think practically
and find the warmest place on his body and simply sit with it there. Other sensors
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requiring maybe stroke or movement could prevent that and force the user to actively
hold it. This would be more annoying and a high cost for a very little benefit according
to Jakob.
On a general level the device made them both reflect upon their routines, use of
the TV, and their actual needs in the different situations during that week. Bringing in
the delay seems to spark that reflection. They both analyzed the cost-benefit - does it
makes sense to warm up the device held up against the wanting to watch the television? They often came to differing conclusions as to when it was worth the trouble, but
just turning on the TV to get the “quick fix” seems to much of a hassle for both of them
if you have a delay of 10 minutes of nothingness.
Even though Tabitha tends to watch more television than Jakob, she was much
less reluctant to use it. So it would be Jakob warming up the device, and then Tabitha
would watch the shows she likes on a sort of “free ride”.
Jakob reflected on what it would be like if there were similar delays on other devices. What if all digital media had a small delay or even every electrical device? Jakob
said that he would use it less sporadically and more focused and each time think of
whether it was worth the wait.
Using the device alone seemed to make a difference from being two. The cost of
warming it up while being with the other person was seemingly lower than the cost
when doing it alone. They both reflected upon the situation where they had engaged
in conversation instead of watching TV as a positive experience. The boredom when
being alone thus seemed a thing they seeked to avoid.
After this interview I made some slight changes to the code so that the led starts to
blink 10 minutes before it turns off the TV. This gives the user a chance to extend the
TV time without first being cut off.

4.1.2 Probe 1: Malene
Malene is 68 years old and lives alone in an apartment in Copenhagen. She watches
TV daily and has certain routines. She watches two different news shows at specific
hours. She had the probe for 6 days.
Malene quickly integrated it in her routines so that she would warm it to get it
ready a while before the news show, and then she would e.g. go cook dinner in the
meantime. Thus it didn’t change her use of the TV over all. She quickly figured out
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ways to keep it warm so that she could watch TV for more than hour. She did this by
holding it under her blouse or blow on it to keep it warm and ended actually liking the
calm feeling of having it on her belly with her hands on top. Malene had no problems
with waiting a bit - an interesting contrast to the younger participants.
It was a thought provoking experience, for Malene. She would reflect on the readiness
of the devices around her, and that we expect them to turn on immediately.
She thought it was Interesting that the things doesn’t just respond, and that your
body and physicality has an influence on the devices. She explained that she often has
a lot of problems understanding why some devices sometimes don’t respond the way
she would like them to - her mental map is often wrong to put it like Norman (Norman
1988 p.26-32). When pressing a button on a remote there are a lot of things that can
go wrong that you don’t understand, so she thought that it would be easier understandable, and that you would feel you had more influence as a user when you e.g. have to
warm up a thing with your own body to make it work. It took a long time for man in
the old days just to make a fire, and she thought of the little LED inside as flame you
had to first light up and then maintain alive like a bon fire in the stone ages - also from
a rational point of view it made sense to keep it warm so you don’t have to go through
the 5-10 minutes of waiting while warming it up.
When reflecting on the TV-jammer in a bigger perspective and imagining delays in
other devices she also saw it as a way of making people reflect on their actual needs
when using these them. This is good both in an environmental perspective but also for
the individual, she reflected. Maybe the delay principle could be used for stress relief.
She imagines that using it every day could be disconnection/meditative time and called
it a “time out”.

4.2 Probe 2: Fading Photo
My second probe was a prototype/sketch of a basic picture frame. Mainly inspired by
Erik’s old watch, which he has to wind at least once a day to make it come “alive” I
created a digital picture frame that slowly fades the photo to black unless you keep it
alive by winding it now and then. The idea was intended less intrusive than the first
probe but still required some attention. It poses questions like what does it signify that
a cherished family photo fades away? Will you bother winding it? What does it mean to
take the time to wind it like Erik does? Maybe a possible ritual?
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Examples - Slow Art and Engaging Artifacts
Fig.31, 32 Aten Reign by James Turrell. In the
course of an hour colors slowly fade through out
the color spectrum. Slow, meditative, aesthetics,
passive experience, place specific,

Fig.33 Tamagotchi. Virtual
pet, intrusive and attention
craving. Talking to your bad
conscience.

Fig.34 Erik’s watch engaging, evocative, requiring
direct action for functioning

fig.35 Wind up radio by Baygen invented in 1994. Engaging object requiring human involvement for it’s use.
Originally made for developing countries where electricity is not always available. (BayGen n.d.)

Sketches for an Engaging Artifact

Fig.36 assumption: physical
motion driving something can be
calming e.g. winding a clock...

Fig.37 Fade away
picture frame - keep it
alive by some action

Fig.38 - 10 year camera documenting
at home and creates a movie after
a long time. Requires winding on a
daily basis to work. At the same time
scary and intriguing documentation of
everyday life.

Fig. 39 Probe 2
A cherished photo is downloaded to the Processing application and the
software fades the photo out to black in the course of approx. 24 hours. To
regain full brightness the little knob is turned. The prototype consists of
an old laptop moderated with an old picture frame and a piece of board to
cover the keyboard, Arduino board, an old tin can, a knob with a magnet
connected to reed sensor (magnetic sensor).
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4.2.1 Probe 2: Mette, Simon and Julius
Mette, 30 and Simon, 36 live in an apartment in Amager, Copenhagen with their son
Julius, 3, and their dog Pablo. They had the photo frame installed for a week with a
chosen picture of their son.
Both Simon and Mette were very engaged from the first day - and overall had a very
positive experience with the probe.
They had very different motivations for turning the wheel. Mette had a deep sensation of not feeling good about letting their son fade out. It simply felt wrong even
though it was just on a computer screen. Thus she was very concerned about not letting
the image disappear completely. Her emphasis in the use was to keep it running. It
evoked parental feelings, and she projected some of her feelings about her son onto the
image. The importance of the choice of photo thus seemed obvious. It could not be any
photo bringing out such emotions in Mette.
Simon on the other hand had felt a certain fun about letting it fade completely to
black and then get the sensation of calling back the image and “getting him out of the
dark” as he said.
Simon would wind it the morning as the first thing and Mette would do it during
the day and thus keep it alive. An Interesting thing is that they felt equally engaged in
the probe but in each their own way.
Simon described it as being cozy to do in the morning to recall his son to the
screen, and incorporated it quickly into his morning routine, whereas Mette was more
anxious about keeping the image running. So psychologically they had a very different
experience.
During the week they had been talking about how they actually appreciated the
photo more when they had to “keep it alive”, and they both were very attentive about
winding it now and then. The image gets another meaning when it is not there all the
time and becomes more important. When a normal picture is hanging on a wall you
don’t give it the same attention. They both were very positive about this “discovery” and
compared it to watering plants. Simon expressed that he would miss the little morning
ritual he had with the frame.
They had certain difficulties imagining exactly how it would be if they had the
photo frame installed for a longer period. What happens when it turns everyday life 30

Would they be as attentive? The news effect was definitely present here in this short
time frame.
If installed for a longer period it would be interesting to try different frequencies
of winding - a week, a month etc. It would also be interesting to have other kinds of
photos e.g. those of passed away ancestors.

4.2.2 Probe 2: Ossip, Ekatarina, William, Peter and Katarina
Ossip (43) and Ekatarina (39) was attending the interview. The family had had a quite
chaotic week when I came by to interview them about their experience with the photo
frame. For different reasons they needed to move it a couple of times, and so the probe
hadn’t worked properly all the time. It simply wasn’t sturdy enough. Also they hadn’t
been much home and had time to make it an everyday object. They had chosen a childhood photograph of Ekatarina to put in the frame.
The whole family except the teenage daughter had at one point or another been
turning the knob. The two boys (age 5 and 7) seemed to have enjoyed it mostly for the
fun of turning a knob, as you might expect.
Both Ossip and Ekatarina seemed to have been very engaged in the act of keeping
the image alive, and both had a feeling that it should not fade to black. So they would
go turn the knob every now and then even though it was at almost full brightness especially when they knew they weren’t going to be home for a while. They also compared
it to watering a plant. They both imagine that if it was an everyday object, they would
still be turning the knob and keep it alive.
Ossip expressed positive feelings about the photo frame in particular he liked that
it was a living image that needed attention - he called it involving. He compared it to a
tamagotchi but liked it much better because it didn’t feel as an artificial love but a real
one. He also liked the aesthetics, being a mix of the new technology and the recycled.
Ekatarina’s experience seemed to be of mixed feelings. She felt it as very personal
having herself in the frame and felt strongly about not letting it disappear. She even felt
a kind of sadness when they a couple times had arrived home and it had gone black. At
the same time she stated that she wasn’t bothered about this - although she said that in
the longer run it might just be another thing to attend to in a stressful everyday life. She
asked for less frequent turning to not make it stressful. She also expressed discontent
about it being yet another electronic object which want something from her.
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Both expressed that they got a different relation to that image, and that it got a very
real value being in the frame. They also stressed the importance of the choice of image
- they wouldn’t have engaged as strongly if it wasn’t as personal.

4.2.3 Probe 2: Katja, Benjamin and Isak
Katja, Benjamin and their son Isak had the photo frame in their living room for a week
all together with an image of Isak. It was placed along with other similar gold frames
with some of Katja’s ancestors. They both agreed they were going to miss the photo
frame. Benjamin who had been the first to get up in the morning all days had also as
other participants incorporated into his morning routine as a little ritual and seemed to
enjoy this. He called it a little meditation on his son and his life. For Katja it was more
a little gesture she would do when passing by the frame in between. She liked it this
way. It becomes alive in a whole different way when having to keep the energy running
as Katja expressed it. Katja also expressed her feeling badly about letting the image fade
as other participants had said before. So they never let the image fade completely. Benjamin suggested having different images changing every month or every second month
to have different family images in the frame.

Probe 2 in Katja, Benjamin and Isak’s living room
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4.3 Intermission - Reflections on Probe 1 and 2
Looking back after making the first two probes a pattern emerged. Probe 1, the TV-jammer, was obviously intrusive and interrupted the routine and daily flow. It worked as
a filter similar to what Andreas Lloyd proposes in his article (LLoyd 2012). This was
opposed to probe 2 which was intended to be less intrusive, seeking to run in the
background without disturbing and subtly reminding you to wind the wheel when your
cherished photo has faded. None the less probe 2 didn’t quite accomplish this, since it
at least for some of the participants made them have a bad conscience to let it fade out.
The two probes were adding a sense of slow to movements during the everyday on
very practical level in each their way. The TV-jammer by obstructing and the photoframe by asking you to do the little gesture of winding the knob.
So at this point I started wondering how to design more for a potential heirloom.
Or in other words design a probe which had the slow element more in the sense of
having a long life/time frame - a long now. As seen from the preliminary field work one
of the things that could contribute to this was that the heirloom was somehow made
by the ancestor. This is obviously not the case for the 2 first probes. Thus the diagram
below emerges given that I try to incorporate “make” part in my next probe. You can
then imagine designing anywhere within this space: more or less intrusive/obstructive
and with more or less “making” from the user.

Fig. 40 diagram
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4.3.1 Designing Digital Things for Transgenerational Use…
Artifacts passed down through generations are a form of communication and are part
of shaping ones identity. Passing on or inheriting objects also play an important role as
trigger for shared and personal memories. (Odom et al 2012) The objects can both signify our human relationships with the living but also stand in as proxy for the deceased.
But many questions arises when designing for this. First of all what becomes an
heirloom is very difficult to predict since there are so many unknown factors contributing to making each artifact unique. Secondly how do you validate the prototype? It
requires the participants to allow themselves to imagine situations far away in time. So
how do you open up a space that makes this easier?
As earlier stated there are some patterns that can enlarge the span of the objects
longevity:
- If the one passing on the object has somehow invested time and energy in the object i.e. made it or somehow made parts of, it is more reluctant to become an heirloom.
- If a strong narrative is attached to the object it it’s heirloom potentiality is also
enhanced.
Also as a designer one needs to consider the rapidly changing technology. This
means that relying on e.g. a web page or a server 100 years from now makes little sense.
This is what the photobox (see fig.5) is not taking into consideration by using Flickr
(www.flickr.com), since it is very unlikely that these services are existing in the same
form in just a few years from now. Therefore I posit that technological objects for transgenerational use needs to be designed in ways that makes it possible for them to work
as not connected stand alone objects - but not necessarily excluding the possibility of
connecting.

4.4 Probe 3: Message to the Future - Call From the Past
With this in mind I made the 3rd and last probe. It was based on a question like “what
if you could talk to the great great grandmother you never met?”. This led me to think
of the email service https://www.futureme.org/ which is an email service where you
can send yourself an email in the future. With other internet based services you can
send real mail and parcels to the future (e.g. http://www.mailenium.com/ or http://
letter2future.com/). Unsworn Industries made a similar project called Chronophone
from 2012: “When you call the Chronophone it automatically picks up and records what34

ever you say or do. Exactly one year later the Chronophone calls you back and replays the
recording” (Unsworn Industries 2012). An other interesting example playing with this
intriguing thought is the video by Jeremiah McDonald ”A conversation with my 12 year
old self” (McDonald 2012). In this he has beautifully edited together a conversation
with himself subverting the notion of time and place - asking what if you could lead a
conversation with your self as a child? What might that be like?
These finally led me into in to the “cross time answering machine”. It is an old
rotary dial phone (see Fig. 47) which I have hacked. It lets you dial a date far in to
the future and will then ring at that date playing back the message. It is stand alone,
and the idea is to have an object that can be passed on through generations. You will
never know if/when it will call you and who it is from for that matter. But of course it
can also be used in a much shorter term - e.g. as a reminder/alarm clock a few days
ahead of time. It supports both but affords less the latter because of the dialing and the
stationarity. For that there exist various apps assisting in this (e.g. Future Call 2013 or
Yallo 2015)
Like Jakob’s old cassette tapes it is meant to bring out some of this evocativeness
of sounds and voices.
It seeks to subvert time much in the same way as the previously given examples and
to make the owner wonder if a previous owner left a message for them in the future.
It stretches communication in time making it anything but fast and connected. It is a
very stationary and standalone object, not connected to anything but the power grid, in
principal making it possible to have it still working many years from now. Aesthetically
I choose to use an old phone since it still has an evocative and historic feel to it. It already looks like something from the past, which gives it a certain calmness - like an old
piece of furniture or the like. It is as the other probes meant for the domestic setting
and for asking questions like “what would you say to yourself in the future, what would
you say to your children, what would you say to generations not even born yet? What
kind of perspective do these questions put on your own life?
Obviously it is impossible to really test how it would be to have phone call from
your great great grandmother but it is certainly an intriguing thought I believe.
The current version in terms of programming does not allow for relistening to earlier messages, and it does not call back if the phone is not picked up. This was not my
initial thought - but I find it somehow intriguing and more like a message in a bottle if
you are not sure that any body will ever receive the message or sure that you will receive
the message of others...
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Examples - Stretching Communication in Time...
fig.41 Century Camera: Artist Jonathan Keats has made a series
of pinhole cameras which have been put up in Berlin. In his project regular people were asked to place a deposit for the camera
and then hide in an interesting place within a given area on a
map of Berlin. The cameras will then be exposing for the next
100 years and record buildings being torn down, new ones rise
and trees grow etc. The 100 cameras will then be collected by the
heirs of the people distributing the cameras in the first place and
the deposit will be payed back and the photos put on exhibition in
a certain gallery in Berlin.
It becomes a photographic time capsule and social network across
generations i.e. an heirloom. And it becomes a way to see slow
changes instead of the minute by minute documentation of lives
through social media. A one frame movie. Whereas the idea of big
data minutely documents every detail and then tries to interpret
the data into something meaningful the camera instead goes the
other way around in a non intrusive way document patterns of life
passing by. (CBC Radio 2014)

fig.42 time capsule in Miami,
USA. The time capsule is classic
way communicating with future
people. They are often deployed
at ceremonies and celebrations.
They usually contain photographs, letters to the future and
artifacts typical for the time.

fig.43 the message in a bottle
is another classic way of communicating undirected messages in a slow fashion. Who
will pick it up? Will it ever
be found?
fig. 44 The long now clock. A clock intended to work for 10.000 years. “The Long
Now Foundation hopes to provide a counterpoint to today’s accelerating culture and
help make long-term thinking more common. We hope to creatively foster responsibility in the framework of the next 10,000
years.” (Long Now Foundation n.d.)

fig.45 Chronophone is a telephone service allowing you
to call yourself - one year from now. When you call the
Chronophone it automatically picks up and records whatever you say or do. One year later the Chronophone calls
you back and replays the recording. The Chronophone
subverts our expectations of instant communications. A
Chronophone user has to consider the “long now” and
imagine a future self in a future context. (Unsworn Industries n.d.)

fig.46 FutureMe.org is an email service that lets you send
an email to your self in the future. “Forced to address ourselves through the language and lens of a new technology, one that stretches and shortens our notion of time, we
can’t help but ask: Is this me at 42 the same me I will be
at 62? Am I just one me in the midst of a single unified
narrative, or a series of mes connected by one strand of
memories, one starting point, one name?” ( J.R. Moehringer as quoted by Futureme n.d.)

fig.47: Future Call is an app for android
smartphones that lets you call yourself in
the future. It records to the SD card and
plays back on a set date and time. The app
Yallo is providing a similar service but is
storing the calls remotely. Portable and
connected. Will these services be working
still in just a couple of years from now?

Sketches for Archiving and Stretching Communication in Time

Fig. Family box documenting and archiving life in images, sound and movies
The recorder table records snippets of conversations and
plays them back a year after - remixed

The call from the past - what if
you received a call from your
great great grandmother?

Oracle machine picking up on airborne
data and visualizing/remixing

The 10 year camera. Takes one image a day and compiles
into a stopmotion movie after 10 years.

Fig. 46 Drawing machine visualizing data in living room very
slowly....

Fig. 47: Probe 3 - cross time answering machine
1) pick up the phone and listen to the instructions
2) dial the year, date, time for your voice message to be delivered and record your message
3) the phone will ring at the desired time and the message
played back
The probe consists of an old rotary dial phone, Arduino board,
a lot of rewiring, a new bell running on 5V, a laptop underneath running a “Processing” script and the audio software
Sox (sox.sourceforge.net/) to handle the audio recording and
playback.
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4.4.1 Probe 3: How to Validate?
The “Call to the future - call from the past” had some obvious challenges embedded
as for the validation. How could I be sure to get any results back by just placing it in
a home?
Obviously the idea of getting a message from your great great grandmother was impossible, but nevertheless if I could get the participants to put themselves in the place
of her and imagine sending a message into the future, that might reveal a bit of how
the interaction might be. To solve this I made up some tasks for the participants to do
while having it installed in their home.
These were:
1) Imagine you are sending a message to your great great grandchild 80 years from now.
This is a person that you will never meet
2) Imagine you are sending a message to you self 10 years from now. Please record this
message on the telephone.
3) Record a message to yourself within the time frame you have the telephone. Please
record this message on the telephone.
4) Open for your own choice...
I made a time constraint of 1 minute due to some technical limits in the software.
But chose to embrace it as a way to keep it casual and not to big a task.

4.4.2 Probe 3: Erik and Anne
The telephone was in Erik and Anne’s house for 5 days. When I installed it they seemed
thrilled about the whole idea and immediately embraced it by finding a place for it on
their little black coffee table. Returning to pick up the telephone and to do the interview only Erik was present.
Erik felt it very intimate to record a message to himself in the future and called it
a sort of future-diary. It was thus difficult to not censor himself because he knew that
somebody else than himself would be listening to the recording. It would thus have
been a completely different experience if he knew that the messages had either been
deleted or the telephone would stay with them - as it is intended conceptually. Anne
had felt a bit shy much in the same way. Erik tells me that Anne had been so intrigued
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by the concept and had put so much pressure on herself that she had great difficulties
deciding on what to record - almost sort of performance anxiety. This is also because
they felt they only had one shot to get it just right.
When he was to record the last two messages (the far future) he compared it to
when he was 14 and had to call the girl he was in love with for the first time. He felt
as he only had this one chance to do it right. He liked this feeling a lot along with the
thrill of the uncertainty about who is going to pick up the phone? These are things he
is missing a bit today where you more or less always know who you will get when you
call somebody.
The longer out in the future the more difficult and the more thoughts and considerations it required for both of them. It became almost an existential experience to
think this far ahead, and they had an experience of going deep into their thoughts and
emotions to figure out what to say. Therefore it also became sensitive to let some body
else listen to the recording.
Erik tells me about his considerations for calling his great great grandchild in the
far future. Will it understand the dialect that Erik speaking or even speak Danish? Will
it be some kind of artificial intelligence? How old might it be? What will be important
for somebody who never met him? He ended up thinking that merely hearing the voice
of a relative from the past would be quite powerful and that probably something everyday like, would be the most interesting. Since the everyday life would probably be the
most exotic 80 years ahead in time and not the emotions of human beings, which will
most likely remain very similar.
Having to send a message 80 years into the future made him think of his place in
history, and all the shoulders you, as a person, are standing upon - without somebody
80 years ago making babies we would not be here today. He was wondering how you
could pass on this feeling of history, gratefulness and humility in a message on the
phone. These thoughts made it very difficult to squeeze into 1 minute.
Erik imagined the phone being there permanently and said he would use it often
as small mindful reminders in the everyday about the important things in life in that
period in time. He could also imagine himself using it as a fun thing to leave small
messages for each other as it is completely different feeling than sending an sms or a
regular phone call/voice message. Erik liked that you go to the phone instead of the
phone always following you in the pocket.
When imagining having it for many years he thinks he would use it very differently
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in different periods of his life. Sometimes for the more deep and sometimes for the
practical and sometimes for the fun of it. He remembers once using the futureme.com
email service at a difficult time in his life, writing himself to take consequences if some
things in his life hadn’t changed when receiving the email 6 months after. He could
imagine using the phone in similar ways also.
He reflected on the embedded impermanence in the present version of the phone
where you only have one chance of hearing the messages and embraced them as a good
thing. But imagined on the other hand if ones 4 year old child picks up the only message from your great grandmother it would be a sort of a pity.

4.4.3 Probe 3: Maria, Paulo, Bjørn and Florita
Seeing that the paper with instructions and tasks locked the thinking of Erik and Anne
a bit, I opened it up a bit for the next test. I told my new participants that the tasks
were to be seen as suggestions and not mandatory, and I strongly suggested that they
just played around with it. This seemed to make it easier for the participants this time.
The telephone was in the little house on Amager in Copenhagen for 4 days. The
whole family participated in the interview. For Bjørn (9) it was an experience trying the
telephone. He had never seen this type of old artifact before and thought it was a new
clock when he got home from school, and it was installed. Bjørn had left various messages and had given it a lot of thoughts what it might be like in the year 2999, which
was the year he left his far future message in. He also played around with it as toy to
leave messages to him self when they had the phone.
Maria (38), had also given it a lot thoughts what she might say to her great great
grandchild. She felt a certain responsibility to record some meaningful so it wouldn’t
just be part of the general buzz. Unfortunately the telephone had some technical problems when it was her turn so she never got to actually leave the messages. She had been
remembering how she was asking her own late grandmother to tell her stories about her
child hood, youth and life during the 2nd world war etc. namely in the last years of her
life. Hearing these everyday stories from somebody who lived it, is a lot more powerful
than just reading about or seeing it in a film. This made her think that the far future
message should be one of a sort of general historic interest. What are things typical for
our time what are the important things for our time. She also reflected on how much
the world has been changing not just from when her grandmother was a child, but also
from when she was a child to now and gave the “Bjørn thinking it was a clock” as an
example. The message for her self would have been more of her dreams and hopes as
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a family.
Paulo (39) had difficulties relating to leave a message for him self in the future, so
he didn’t. But he had left a birthday message for each of his children in the year 2040.
This made much more sense to him. In this he was declaring his love to his children
and asking about what the world is like, how they are etc. Paulo really embraced the
idea of leaving messages for his children in the future, saying it is a kind of letter but in
some sense even more personal, because you hear the voice. He had also been playing
a game with Bjørn leaving messages, imagining that they got calls from the past. Bjørn
added that it would have been even more fun if I, as the creator, had left a few messages for them as part of the game, because he already knew it would be his father calling.
Paulo and Maria reflected that the content (the messages) seemed more valuable
when it was not connected to the cloud. It was more private and like a safe. If it was
yet another app it could easily be deleted and just another thing flying around out there
with all the other facebook messages and text messages. So it wouldn’t be worth as
much. Giving it a body made it much more valuable and something you would pass on
as an heirloom. They both agreed that it didn’t have to be an old telephone to do this
but still saw a value in it being a bit more tedious process than if it was an app.
This experience had been of much interest of all and a new one for Bjørn.

4.5 Reflections on Properties, User research and Validation
In the following I will briefly discuss the process of this project and the properties of
each of the probes.
One of the obvious limitations in this thesis is the only 9 weeks to carry it out. Many
participants expressed a wish to have the probes in their homes for a longer period of
time to have it become more integrated in the everyday. So in some cases it was difficult
to move beyond excitement of the news value. This requires a fair amount of imagination from the participants. In many cases this was actually possible due to the relatively
high fidelity of the probes. They were working, and you could definitely get a sense of
what it would be like to live and interact with them for a longer period of time.
The 3 probes represent 3 levels of aesthetic finish. The “ TV-jammer” as the least
finished and the “Cross time phone” as the most finished and credible.
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4.5.1 The TV-jammer
For the TV-jammer a next version should be aesthetically more pleasing. Now the plastic globe didn’t really feel that good between the hands. Would it be more pleasing if it
was a softer surface and perhaps more heavy feel of the globe? Maybe a rice bag with
soft fabric or a heavy steel globe?
For the TV-jammer questions like what it would be like to add it to more electronic
equipment arise and in broader sense: can delays on our electronics contribute to a
more mindful use in our everyday life? It would obviously also be interesting to see
what differences in delay do for the users? Should it be the user self determining or, as
one participant said, maybe be forced upon us?

4.5.2 The Photoframe
In the case of the photo frame less clumsiness would have been more desirable. As it
was now, it was not possible to e.g. hang it on the wall as you would do with a normal
photo frame - this made it more difficult to imagine what it would actually be like to
live with it.
With more time at hand to carry out this thesis it would have been desirable to be
able to test with more people and try out different parameters. E.g. what would it be
like to have the photoframe fade during the course of a month instead of only 24 hours?
Would it be less intrusive for Mette and the rest and appeal less to her bad conscience?
On an interaction aesthetic level what would it be like if you had to warm up a
thing like the TV-jammer to recall the image? How much time would you spend recalling a loved one to the screen?

4.5.3 The Telephone
The telephone was obviously the most complicated object in terms of programming
and interactions. Some questions remain on the features, and what it should actually
do for future iterations. Should it have the possibility of replaying the played back messages? Should you be able to delete and edit the messages? Should you have unlimited
time to record? Should the phone call back if no answer? These are all things the phone
cannot do in the present version. However this missing functionality has some interesting perspectives, as one participant points out. You only have one chance of listening
to and recording the messages. This way it contains, however cliché it might sound, a
touch of carpe diem - (seize the day) - putting things a bit on the edge. On the other
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hand it did provoke a bit of performance anxiety in some participants.
As expected the telephone had many challenges in terms of validation. Erik and
Anne’s experience was much similar to what some users of the Chronophone are stating. “The weight of the task haunts some” (Unsworn Industries 2011). How should I
within this research framework, cope with the lack of privacy, given the potentially sensitive subjects that can be talked about in the messages? Would it be a solution to not
store the messages for evaluation and instead just have the participants tell about their
experiences afterwards? This would give the amount of freedom that some participants
were missing. But will it then feel silly to leave a message to the far future, knowing it
is not going anywhere? On the other hand it also seems potentially valuable to be able
to hear what kind of things people have in mind when leaving the message. This might
reveal their relation to the long now and the potentials of the phone as slow technology.
When designing for the long now it is an obvious challenge to user test the designs.
Other researchers has faced the same problems (Odom et al 2012) calling for more
research aimed at finding strategies to cope with this issue.

4.5.3.1 User Testing the Long Now?
The preceding only covered the sending of the message but what about receiving one?
This is of course not possible to test as such, and Thereforee the telephone will in a
sense always remain a probe at least until a considerable amount of years has passed.
But the probe it self points at an inherent paradox in user testing. User testing is
something we do here and now to gain specific measurable knowledge about the users,
the use situation and the properties of an artifact. It is in that sense anything but slow
and a methodology stemming from the early days of HCI. So it is also stemming from
the same tradition, earlier mentioned, which seeks efficiency and optimization. Which
makes them extreme opposites. So the question is if it in any way makes sense to even
try to apply traditional user testing as such when working with the slow technology in
the sense of the long now?
I posit that we have to look else where for tools to bring the future into the present
and to let us discuss scenarios to gain insights of the core values of the design. Bjørn,
the 9 year old boy, him self suggested that I could have left messages for them to make
his game even more real. This might be an important idea so lets turn to Dindler and
Iversen, and their term fictional inquiry. (Dindler et al 2007)
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4.5.3.2 Fictional Inquiry
- is a term coined in 2007 and is an approach within the realm of participatory design.
“The technique creates partially fictional settings, artifacts, and circumstances through a
shared narrative. The technique creates a space for conducting collaborative design activities where inquiries are conducted as the participants are urged to imagine desirable
futures and are confronted with their everyday practice.” (Ibid) So the idea is to set a
scene and play a game with a strong general narrative, this is done to bypass existing
socio-cultural structures - much like play activity. So Bjørn and Paulo were already by
themselves engaging in a sort of fictional inquiry. But they didn’t have the necessary
support to carry out the game/play all the way. This would have required me to set the
stage with a strong introductory narrative. This could have been done by a thorough
remake of the introductory note or by simply by telling the family when handing in the
probe. I imagine a narrative like the “generation flute” of Erik or similar would be appropriate. At the same time prerecorded messages would need to be executing once in
a while - as Bjørn himself suggests. I believe this could be an interesting way of looking
into the far future interactions of the phone. We could tentatively call it a “fictional
inquiry provotype”.
It has unfortunately not been possible within the scope of this thesis to try out the
suggested method, thus they will for the time being be speculations.

4.5.4 Reliability of the Probes
The probes in some cases were not reliable enough. This obviously becomes problematic when deploying in a real life setting, and in some sense it becomes a waste of time
for both the researcher and the people testing the probes - especially in a narrow time
frame like this which doesn’t leave much room for that kind of failures.
Especially the photoframe proved not sturdy enough. This was partly due to the operating system (Windows 7) which tend to prompt the user with different questions quite
often. This unfortunately ruins the illusion of having an actual photoframe in the room.
In the case of Ossip and Ekatarina they had to move it around for different reasons, and
it became to difficult to make it run again after turning it off.
The telephone in the end of the last test showed some problems as it prevented
one participant from leaving a messages. But had otherwise proved relatively reliable.
The TV-jammer proved very reliable when first up and running. This was due to the
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very simple setup which was basically just the temperature sensor, the Arduino board
and a relay.

4.5.5 Participants Demographics
One obvious weakness in this thesis is the demographics of the participants. Due to
practical issues and the lack of time I wasn’t able to get sufficiently wide spread participants in terms of age and sex. This has some obvious problems in terms of validation
since different ages and sex might produce very different results. This means that in
this thesis I’m only able to partly uncover the landscape I have emerged my self into
and hint at what the out the outcomes might be in a larger context. On the other hand
the probes are mostly meant to start filling in this landscape with and hint at possible
futures, rather than completely validated and ready to produce products.

4.6 Summing Up, Discussing and Contextualizing
Different aspects of slow technology has emerged from the deploying the probes in a
real life context. In the following I will sum up my findings from each of the probes and
bring in small examples on how this could potentially be carried forward.

4.6.1 Delay, Boredom and Counter Technology
The TV-jammer became a counter technology - a culture jamming device. Counter
technologies can thus be regarded as slow technology when the aim is to slow the pace
of our media use down. The TV-jammer has traits of all three of Hallnäs and Redströms
aspects of slow technology. By asking questions about its own being but also beyond,
it engenders the notion of reflective technology. By slowing ones behavioural patterns
down it engenders the notion of time technology. Less obvious by amplifying the tv set
(the environment) it engenders the notion of the amplified environments.
The inescapable 10 minutes boredom of the physically intrusive probe 1 lead to
interesting situations where users were forced to think about their use of the TV. It
thus showed the potentials for delays in our access to technologies. It even created
unexpected moments of social interaction. The delay is an interesting concept which
could be explored further in other use situations and with other technologies than the
TV. Here I think of the smart phone, tablet and the computer mainly. This is briefly
explored for the smart phone in my sketch of a “dumb phone” app (see Fig.13). Different software does explore this idea to some extend but mainly by blocking the internet
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connection or certain websites for a set period of time (e.g. http://visitsteve.com/made/
selfcontrol/ and http://anti-social.cc/). This is not the same however since you decide
when, and how it should work. What if the software instead always had a certain delay
before it would let a chosen websites start loading? Maybe the software would even
force you to do an action analog to that of warming up the globe? Looking at the results
from the user testing it might prove interesting to apply it in these other situations to
see how it would affect peoples behavior.

4.6.2 The Little Gesture
The little action of winding up the image in the photoframe quickly became part of a
routine even within the short time frame the 3 test were running for most participants.
It became a meaningful interaction mainly because of the emotional value of the chosen images. Some participants expressed that they cared more for the photo this way.
As a flip side of this, the frame at the same time became emotionally intrusive talking to
your bad conscience. This is not necessarily desirable but very interesting nevertheless.
In some sense I felt I was crossing a line by creating a thing that would make their loved
ones fade out - the metaphor is strong at least. The metaphor is talking to something
very basic in us as human beings - making us feel the impermanence of life in a slightly
disturbing way with a loved one. Is that ok? There seems to be some ethical implications to be considered in more depth in this regard. At the same time this demonstrated
how an emotional attachment might expand the longevity of the artifact since many
participants expressed that they would miss the photo frame.
The fading photo also engenders all 3 of Hallnäs and Redströms aspects. By introducing an interaction which in some ways has no functional point it questions its
own existence and thus engenders the reflective. By introducing a little interaction with
space for reflection it stretches time a bit a makes time present for a brief moment and
thus engenders the time perspective. Finally it amplifies the the photo frame enhancing
“the expressions and functionality of existing artefacts”. (Hallnäs 2001)
The photoframe didn’t provoke any reflections on the participants use of technology as opposed to the TV-jammer. What also qualifies it as a slow object is the gesture,
the little ritual and 30 seconds of nothingness in which there is room for contemplation
or sending a thought to a loved one. This little gesture is interesting and might contain
openings for other small gestures for slow technologies analog to this. What if you had
a background image of a loved one on your phone or your computer desktop that would
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fade out in the same way? What kind of emotions might that evoke? And what kind of
interactions does it call for to recall the photo within this frame?

4.6.3 The Long Now and the Bead on a String
The phone talks to a universal thing that everybody can relate to - the abstract yet
concrete feeling of being only a bead on string and the feeling of being part of history
and something bigger than your self. This seem an essential quality of the design. The
question is how will one relate to it in a longer term?
The telephone engenders the notion of time technology by stretching time and amplifying its presence with its use. It alters the telephone in such a way that it is enlarged
in time and thereby engenders the notion of amplified environments.
By asking the participants to communicate across time and into the far future, they
began to contemplate on their life now, and what life might be like far ahead. This form
of communication has interesting qualities for slow technology landscape and seems a
relevant idea to carry forward in other interactive designs. This communication could
be engendered in many forms: sound, video, images, text etc.
The telephone is a very stationary and not connected object as opposed to the
nomadic cell phone which with one of the mentioned apps is capable of doing much
the same thing. This lack of readiness as opposed to the mobile phone is interesting in
terms of slow technology. As one participant said he really liked that he had to move to
the thing instead of the thing following him all the time like the cell phone. Thus I posit
the stationary can be an important factor when designing slow technologies.

4.6.4 Emerging Parameters
Assessing the probes reveals a set of parameters emerging which each can be made
into a scale. This is of course a rough generalization. E.g. if something is emotionally
intrusive it doesn’t mean that it can’t be also physically intrusive.
1) There seems to be different levels of intrusiveness
2) There was different ways of intrusiveness
3) The phone implies creating something (a message) as opposed to the 		
TV-jammer the photo frame
4) The probes contains different notion of time
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Level of intrusiveness is determined by how much the probe interferes with the
flow and practices in any given situation in the daily life. Level of creativity is determined by how much the probe affords the user to make or create something. Level
of long now is a rough estimation of how far into the future the probe is potentially
pointing.
intrusive

non-intrusive

physically
intrusive

emotionally
intrusive

creating

not creating

now

long now

This opens up for juxtaposing designs and placing them in the landscape of these
parameters as part of the present analysis. First the 3 probes are juxtaposed in the
diagram and secondly juxtaposed with most of the reference designs given earlier. Interestingly it is seen that most of the designs in the long now are in the middle between
physically intrusive and emotionally intrusive, meaning that they are a bit of both but
generally less intrusive, which can be seen in the last diagram. The most physically
intrusive tend to cluster in the lower left corner in the “short now”. Where as not many
designs are placing themselves in the lower left corner of “short now” and emotionally
intrusive.
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Physically Intrusive/Emotionally Intrusive and Now/Long Now

long now

now
physically intrusive

emotionally intrusive

physically intrusive

emotionally intrusive

long now

now
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long now

now
intrusive

non intrusive
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Final Juxtaposition of the Designs

Communication across time
Both personal and creating aspect
The long now as the slow
Makes one reflect on time and life in
a bigger perspective
Heirloom qualities
Highest level of finish

Emotionally intrusive
The little gesture/ritual as the slow
Personal aspects but not creating
Emotional attachment maybe
gives heirloom qualities?
Medium level of finish

Physically intrusive
Delay as the slow
Counter technology subversive
No heirloom qualities
Makes one reflect on use of
electronics
Not personal and not creating
Low level of finish
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5 General Discussion
In the following I will briefly discuss on a very general level the theoretical framework
and methodology and the implications of slow technology that has emerged through
making this research.

5.1 Connected Slow Technology?
Namely when designing for the long now, there seems to be vast challenges for slow
technology if connected to the internet. Internet services generally change quite often
or go out of service. This is one of the challenges that IoT (internet of things) is facing
right now and even though it is still relatively new there are already examples of connected things not working because companies go down or services change. This is of
course an even greater challenge if you are designing for many years ahead. This means
that designs like the photobox or the apps for messaging the future (see fig.5 and fig.47)
might not work in just a few years from now. So the question is from a research perspective if it can become technically feasible to have these heirloom objects connected
to the internet? Another strategy of coping with this issue would be that of creating
modular designs with easily changeable parts for updating to current standards.

5.2 Slow Technology In and Outside the Home?
In this thesis the domestic home has been used as valuable design constraint and as a
starting point for the research. It has set the scene and been a valuable inspiration for
all of the designs presented. This is both seen from the insights taken form the initial
research eg. Eriks’s watch, but also also all of the designs, namely probe 1 and 2, are
intended to be placed in a home. The domestic home has thus proved a good setting
for exploring the slow for a number of practical reasons, and because the home is the
base in the life of all the participants and easy to relate to in every sense. This obviously
doesn’t mean however that the slow could not be explored in other settings. I believe
this could be equally interesting and valuable for future work. One could imagine interesting challenges in the work place, public spaces etc.

5.3 Evocative Objects as Slow Technology
Much as expected embodied interactions has proven a valuable base for this project.
People simply relate better to tangible objects and can better imagine futures and in54

teractions when having tried it out physically. I always conducted the interviews in the
same room where the probes were installed and with the probes still there. This meant
that the participants could always relate and refer to it directly. A tangible objects is
still far more a potential heirloom than a person’s digital remains and far more evocative. Some research has done been in this area (e.g. Petrelli et al. 2010 or Odom et
al. 2012) generally drawing the same conclusion. The question is, can the intangible
digital media gain the same importance in this context i.e. become slow technology or
must it be engendered in an object? The general opinion within the HCI community
seems to be the latter.
In this thesis a dichotomy between multimodal screen devices and single purpose physical devices has been constructed. This has worked as a fruitful design constraint for
the project. However the question remains whether slow technology and multimodal
screen devices are incompatible? Some interesting experiments have been carried out
e.g. GoSlow which is a mobile application designed to help users slow down, contemplate, and be alone (Cheng 2011).

5.4 Boredom and Slow Technology?
It has been proposed that boredom should be embraced as a way of disconnecting
from the fast paced life of today and a way to creativity. This is explored in this thesis
primarily by introducing obstructions engendered as a delay in the TV-jammer. This is
however a slightly paternalistic approach which in some sense force an opinion upon
the participants: “ TV is not good for you so here is a delay for you!“. So this is in some
ways adding to the idea of boredom as something to avoid. And it is in some ways also a
very privileged stand point to design from. I believe however that the notion of boredom
has more depths to be explored in proceeding work which could be less paternalistic
and more open and ambiguous. Subtlety and ambiguity could very well be key words
here. This would potentially open up a whole different area of the slow technology
landscape.

5.5 Provotyping and Technology Probes
The technology probes has been an inspirational methodology. It helps uncovering
three goals: 1) understanding the needs and desires of users in a real-world setting, 2)
the engineering goal of field-testing the technology, and 3) the design goal of inspiring
users and researchers to think about new technologies. All three areas has to some
extend been researched in this thesis with a clear emphasis on the first and the third.
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On a general level provotyping has also turned out to be a very applicable methodology namely in terms of intrusiveness of the probes. Provotyping is calling for intrusive
provotypes which provokes reflection yet without using the ability to assimilate into the
context. This has proven useful in this context to research the design landscape. On the
other hand, and maybe less obvious, there seems to be an interesting paradox in this
when you are designing for the long now. I would argue that old objects are generally
less intrusive than newer ones, especially when it comes to technology. So what happens when you merge the intrusive provotyping with the long now? It can obviously still
be provocative which I see as the core of provotyping. I Thereforee as last statement
posit the novel term slow provotype as a fruitful way of researching slow technology.

6 Conclusion
In the present thesis I have been exploring a landscape of slow technology in the domestic home setting. With three technology probes deployed in 7 different homes,
different parts of this landscape have been unfolded, showing what slow technologies
might mean for interaction designers, from the user perspective and what potentials
they might carry.
The probes demonstrate how single-modal slow technologies can be embodied in
the everyday life of the domestic setting.
The first probe took a provocative stance at the topic by introducing a delay on
our television which in some cases gave the user a feeling of boredom. The probe was
physically intrusive and thus became a distraction filter. This proved efficient in making
the users reflect on their habits and in some cases change their behavioral patterns.
The second probe introduced a different kind of provocation - using a metaphor of
the impermanence of life by slowly fading an image of a loved one. This emotionally intrusive device made people react strongly and showed how this emotional attachment
might expand the objects longevity. The probe also showed how small rituals can make
you stop and contemplate by sending a loved one a little thought in the everyday life.
The third probe introduced a sense of the long now, by exploring what it might be
like to send messages into the future. This allows potentially for passing on the object
to future generations and thereby making it an heirloom. This proved effective for
making people reflect on their own life in a larger perspective but also in making them
reflect on their current life situation.
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From these experiments, the neologism slow provotype is inspired and suggested as
a methodological framework for future work.
Different notions of what slow might mean in this context has been explored. These
include:
- The time perspective of now <--> long now.
- An obstruction, physically slowing an action down.
- The little gesture for contemplation in the daily life.
- The stationarity of an object.
- Communication across time.
These can be used as inspirational constraints when designing slow technologies.
It is finally seen how there is an inherent paradox in trying to user test the long
now in a traditional sense. Instead it is suggested to look towards participatory design
and the fictional inquiry. From that, the tentative term fictional inquiry provotype as
novel hybrid methodology is proposed. This potentially holds some answers to what
interactions with proposed technological artifacts in the far future might be like. It was
unfortunately not possible to further investigate this within the scope of this thesis.
Overall this thesis provides a peek into the vast potentials that I believe slow
technology might hold. 14 years after the publishing of the slow technology article
by Hallnäs and Redström (2001) it still seems an under-explored and virgin territory.
It can potentially pose a valuable counter point to the fast paced paradigm of the always-on-and-connected which are prevailing today, thereby helping us living a more
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mindful life.
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